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This paper uses a dataset covering the universe of French firm-level
value-added, imports, and exports and a quantitative multicountry
heterogeneous firm model to study the propagation of foreign shocks
to the domestic economy. Foreign shocks are transmitted primarily
through large firms as they are the most likely to trade internationally.
At the micro level, the majority of the GDP impact of foreign shocks is
accounted for by the “foreign granular residual,” a statistic capturing
larger firms’ greater responsiveness to foreign shocks. At the macro
level, firm heterogeneity attenuates the GDP impact of foreign shocks
relative to a homogeneous firm counterfactual.
I. Introduction
After decades of globalization, production has become a global activity,
with supply chains overlapping with country borders. Participation in
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the global supply chains exposes countries to foreign shocks, which can
have a sizable impact on the domestic economy, evidenced most recently
by the well-publicized pandemic-related supply chain disruptions. A key
feature of the internationalization of production is that the largest firms
are responsible for the bulk of cross-border trade linkages in a typical
economy (e.g., Freund and Pierola 2015). As a result, while only a minor-
ity of firms have direct trade linkages with foreign countries, those firms
account for a large share of aggregate economic activity (di Giovanni,
Levchenko, and Mejean 2017, 2018).
We study the consequences of this observed heterogeneity for interna-

tional shock transmission. Our analysis combines a dataset covering the
universe of French firm-level value-added and country-specific imports
and exports over the period 1995–2007 and a quantitative multicountry
multisector model with heterogeneous firms. We report a novel reduced-
form stylized fact, onemicro finding, and onemacro finding. In the data,
larger French firms are significantly more sensitive to foreign GDP
growth. Our quantitative exercises show that at the micro level, foreign
shocks are granular fluctuations: GDP changes following a foreign shock
are driven primarily by the large firms. At the macro level, observed het-
erogeneity across firms attenuates the aggregate impact of foreign shocks.
All in all, our main conclusion is that the firm-level differential exposures
to trade are quantitatively important for understanding the propagation of
foreign shocks to the domestic economy.
We begin by documenting that larger French firms are significantly

more sensitive to foreign GDP growth. This empirical regularity is prima
facie econometric evidence that larger firms are more susceptible to for-
eign fluctuations. The econometric estimates do not lend themselves well
to aggregation or to performing counterfactuals. They reveal the differen-
tial correlation with foreign GDP across firms but cannot be used to infer
the total impact of a shock on firm growth or the overall GDP change.
Thus, we employ a quantitative framework to simulate the effects of foreign
shocks on the French economy. The model is calibrated to the observed
firm-level information for France and to the sector-level information for
France’s trading partners. It incorporates two well-known features of the
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data: (i) there is a great deal of heterogeneity in both import and export
participation among French firms, and (ii) larger firms are systematically
more likely to trade internationally. These features have the potential to ex-
plain the newly documented stylized fact: larger firms’ sensitivity to foreign
shocks arises from their greater participation in international trade.
A distinctive feature of our framework is that it is implemented directly

on firm-level data. In other words, objects inside the model are actual
firms in France. Thismeans that we capture the full extent of the joint het-
erogeneity across French firms in size, international linkages, and factor
shares without relying on common shortcuts, such as integrating over as-
sumed parametric underlying productivity distributions. Importantly, our
model is solved in general equilibrium with discrete firms, implying that
shocks experienced by individual firms can move equilibrium objects
such as wages, prices, and GDP. Thus, it is the appropriate environment
to quantify the impact of themicro heterogeneity on aggregate outcomes.
The transmission mechanisms in the model are standard. Following a

positive foreign productivity shock, firms importing foreign inputs expe-
rience a fall in the prices of those inputs and thus expand production.
Changes in foreign demand (which could be due to a foreign productiv-
ity shock or a foreign demand shock) affect the firms’ export sales.1 Ex-
ternal shocks are transmitted inside the French economy via domestic
input-output (IO) linkages and general equilibrium effects on the do-
mestic goods and factor prices. Thus, even purely domestic firms in
France are in principle affected by foreign shocks.
The micro result is that foreign shocks are predominantly granular

fluctuations. To make this statement precise, consider the response of
French GDP to a foreign shock. By definition, this response is a weighted
average of individual firms’ value-added changes following the shock. As
in Gabaix (2011) andGabaix and Koijen (2019), the log GDP change can
be decomposed into the simple average value-added growth across all
firms in France and the covariance between firm size and value-added
growth, which we call the foreign granular residual. If all firms have the
same size or the same response to foreign shocks, then the foreign gran-
ular residual is zero. If instead the large firms are more responsive to for-
eign shocks, the foreign granular residual is potentially large.
1 Our stylized fact is reduced-form evidence of the relationship between firm size and
sensitivity to foreign shocks. In our quantitativemodel, the sensitivity to foreign shocks arises
from import and export links. Our previous work looks directly at the link between firm-level
trade and comovement with foreign countries, providing micro evidence for transmission
of shocks through trade linkages. Di Giovanni, Levchenko, and Mejean (2014) show that
firms exporting to foreign countries are subject to demand shocks from those countries.
Di Giovanni, Levchenko, and Mejean (2018) document that firms importing from and
exporting to a foreign country aremore correlated with GDP growth in that country. Appen-
dix sec. A.2 (apps. A and B are available online) connects our reduced-form result to firm-
level trade participation.
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We quantify the foreign granular residual in two ways. First, we subject
our world economy to hypothetical foreign shocks: a 10% productivity
shock to all the countries other than France and a 10% foreign demand
shock for French goods. Following these shocks, the foreign granular re-
sidual is responsible for 45%–75% of the total GDP change, depending
on the shock. Second, we simulate the response of the economy to actual
foreign productivity shocks, sourced from the PennWorld Table. Foreign
total factor productivity (TFP) shocks can account for about one-tenth of
the actual GDP fluctuations in France. More importantly for us, the stan-
dard deviation of the foreign granular residual is 65%–70% of the stan-
dard deviation of thefluctuations in FrenchGDPgenerated by the foreign
TFP changes. All in all, both quantitative exercises show that foreign
shocks manifest themselves as largely granular fluctuations.2

The macro result is that the observed heterogeneity across firms at-
tenuates the impact of foreign shocks. We compare the change in GDP
following a foreign shockwith the change inGDP ina counterfactualmodel,
with identical levels of sectoral trade and output but no within-sector het-
erogeneity across firms in importing and exporting. We refer to this alter-
native as the homogeneous firm model. It is common in international
macro and trade and can be implemented with only sector-level data such
as theWorld Input-OutputDatabase (WIOD). Following the same foreign
shock, the GDP change in the homogeneous firmmodel is 10%–20% larger
than the GDP change in the baseline economy. Surprisingly, the granu-
larity of the economy attenuates the GDP responses to foreign shocks,
and thus quantifying the propagation of shocks usingmodels that neglect
firm heterogeneity can be misleading. The rest of the paper explores the
macro attenuation result and provides the intuition for it.
We connect themicro granularity and themacro attenuation results by

exploiting the cross section of partner countries. In the data, firm-level
patterns of trade differ across trading partners. This means that the prop-
agation of country-specific shocks to France depends on which firms
trade with that partner. To illustrate this, we shock one foreign country
2 Various meanings have been attached to the word “granular” in the literature. To be
precise, what we mean by granular in this paper is that the foreign granular residual is
quantitatively important. More broadly, we use this adjective to capture the notion that for-
eign shocks produce domestic aggregate fluctuations driven disproportionately by larger
firms. It has been understood since Gabaix (2011) that the granular residual can in prin-
ciple arise from idiosyncratic shocks to large firms or from a differential response of larger
firms to common shocks. While Gabaix (2011) explores the former, this paper emphasizes
the latter. A distinct question is whether the observed firm size distribution comes from fat-
tailed underlying distributions (what onemight term “heterogeneity”) or from idiosyncratic
draws that deviate from those underlying distributions (the meaning that Gaubert and
Itskhoki [2021] attach to the word “granular”). An advantage of our approach of using ac-
tual firms in the quantification is that we never need to take a stand on which of these forces
leads to the observed firm data. Our results are invariant to the relative importance of het-
erogeneity vs. granularity (in this narrower sense) in the data.
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at a time and record theGDP change and the foreign granular residual in
France. The relative importance of the granular residual varies by partner
country. At the same time, the macro attenuation effect is stronger for
shocks to countries with a larger granular residual. We then show that
the relative size of the granular residual is correlated with the size of
the firms that trade with that country. Put simply, when trade with a par-
ticular country is dominated by especially large French firms, the granu-
lar residual is more important and the attenuation effect is larger. Thus,
themicro patterns of trade with individual countriesmatter for themacro
consequences of shocks to those countries, over and above the bilateral
trade volumes.
We build intuition for the attenuation effect via a combination of the-

oretical and numerical results. The baseline model differs from the ho-
mogeneous firm model in two respects: (i) heterogeneous firm sales
and (ii) heterogeneous production functions across firms within a sector,
reflected in firm-specific imported intermediate input shares. We investi-
gate the consequences of these two sources of heterogeneity in turn. First,
we prove analytically that if production functions are identical among
firms within a sector, the real GDP change due to a foreign shock is inva-
riant to the distribution of market shares across firms. This theoretical
result provides a sharp characterization of the source of the attenuation
effect: a necessary condition for attenuation is heterogeneity in importing.
We next provide a heuristic illustration for how this dimension of het-

erogeneity generates attenuation. Raising a firm’s imported input share
lowers its impact on domestic GDP. This is becausemechanically, a higher
imported input share means lower demand for domestic value-added by
the firm. At the same time, raising a firm’s imported input share increases
its exposure to foreign shocks. Thus, relative to a representative firm
world, introducing heterogeneity in imported input shares leads to a neg-
ative covariance in the cross section of firms between impact on domestic
GDP and exposure to foreign shocks. This negative covariance is the
source of the attenuation effect of production function heterogeneity.
Because this attenuation effect of firm heterogeneity is to our knowledge
new in the literature, we illustrate it using a simple two-firmmodel as well
as a variation of the full-fledged quantitative model.
We conclude that heterogeneity across firms in the responsiveness to

foreign shocks is pervasive at the micro level and relevant for macro ad-
justment. Reallocation of market shares toward firms more exposed to
imported inputs following a positive foreign shock attenuates the aggre-
gate response of the economy.
Related literature.—This paper draws from and contributes to the active

literature on themicro origins of aggregate fluctuations. Carvalho (2010)
and Acemoglu et al. (2012) modernized the research program on shock
propagation through the input networks that dates back to Long and
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Plosser (1983). A number of papers enriched the theory and quantifica-
tion of the sectoral input network models (see, among others, Foerster,
Sarte, and Watson 2011; Acemoglu, Akcigit, and Kerr 2016; Atalay 2017;
Caliendo et al. 2017; Grassi 2017; Baqaee 2018; Baqaee and Farhi 2019a,
2019b; Bigio and La’O 2020; Foerster et al. 2022). At the same time, the
seminal contribution of Gabaix (2011) drew attention to the role of large
firms in the macroeconomy, which has been further quantified and for-
malized by di Giovanni, Levchenko, and Mejean (2014), Carvalho and
Grassi (2019), and Gaubert and Itskhoki (2021), among others. Atkeson
and Burstein (2008), Eaton, Kortum, and Sotelo (2012), and Burstein,
Carvalho, and Grassi (2020) explore the consequences of discreteness
in environments with variable markups. The research agendas on input
networks and firm granularity are merging, with the latest modeling
andmeasurement exercises capturing network interactions at thefirm level
(e.g., Barrot and Sauvagnat 2016; Huneeus 2018; Lim 2018; Taschereau-
Dumouchel 2019; Carvalho et al. 2021; Dhyne et al. 2021; Kikkawa,
Magerman, and Dhyne 2022; Koenig et al. 2022).
We apply the insights and tools from this literature to the international

transmission of shocks. Hummels, Ishii, and Yi (2001), Yi (2003), and
Johnson and Noguera (2012, 2017) document the importance of inter-
national input trade, while Burstein, Kurz, and Tesar (2008), Bems, John-
son, and Yi (2010), Johnson (2014), Eaton, Kortum, and Neiman (2016),
and Eaton et al. (2016), among others, model and quantify international
shock transmission through input trade. Baqaee and Farhi (2019c), Huo,
Levchenko, and Pandalai-Nayar (2019), andKleinman, Liu, andRedding
(2020) develop theoretical and quantitative treatments of the interna-
tional input network model. The international business-cycle literature
has by and large not used firm-level data in empirical and quantitative as-
sessments of shock transmission.3 The few recent exceptions include di
Giovanni and Levchenko (2012), Kleinert, Martin, and Toubal (2015),
Cravino and Levchenko (2017), Blaum, Lelarge, and Peters (2018), di
Giovanni, Levchenko, and Mejean (2018), Blaum (2019), and Boehm,
Flaaen, and Pandalai-Nayar (2019). Our paper combines empirics, quan-
tification, and analytical results to highlight the role of different types of
heterogeneity. To our knowledge, we are the first to introduce and quan-
tify the foreign granular residual, to document the macro attenuation
3 Ghironi and Melitz (2005) and Alessandria and Choi (2007) provide quantitative as-
sessments of the transmission of aggregate shocks using international real business-cycle
models with heterogeneous firms. In these papers, firm heterogeneity is handled by track-
ing the moments of the firm size distribution, whereas in our work each actual firm is an
object in the model. These papers explore the role of the extensive margin, whereas we
focus on the intensive margin in the context of heterogeneous export and import partic-
ipation. The intensive margin is quantitatively more important for aggregate fluctuations
and cross-border business-cycle comovement in environments with fat-tailed firm-size dis-
tributions, as is the case in the data (di Giovanni, Levchenko, and Mejean 2014, 2018).
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result, and to show that it is importing rather than exporting heterogene-
ity that is crucial for attenuation.
II. The Foreign Granular Residual
To set the stage for the empirical and quantitative exercises that follow,
we set up a simple accounting framework that introduces the concept of
the foreign granular residual and illustrates the consequences of hetero-
geneity for the aggregates. Let Yn denote real GDP in country n, and let
Yf,n denote the real value-added of firm f.4 GDP is simply the sum of firm-
level value-added:

Yn 5 o
f

Yf ,n: (1)

We are interested in understanding the change in GDP following some
foreign shock. Denote by dlnY F

n the log change in n’s GDP following that
foreign shock, and denote by qf ,n,21 ; Yf ,n,21=Yn,21 the preshock share of
firm f ’s value-added in total GDP. The aggregate GDP change is the
weighted sum of firm-level log changes dlnY F

f ,n:

dlnY F
n 5 o

f

qf ,n,21 dlnY
F
f ,n: (2)

The GDP change can then be written as

dlnY F
n 5 EF 1 ΓF, (3)

where the superscript F on all the values highlights the fact that all of
these are changes following a foreign shock. The component EF ;
ð1=N Þof dlnY F

f ,n represents the unweighted average value-added change
across all N firms in the economy. The foreign granular residual ΓF rep-
resents the size-weighted firm deviation from the unweighted average, as
in Gabaix (2011) and Gabaix and Koijen (2019):

ΓF ; o
f

qf ,n,21 dlnY F
f ,n 2

1

N o
f

dlnY F
f ,n

 !
: (4)

To build intuition for the meaning of the granular residual, note that
with some manipulation it can be rewritten as a covariance between firm
size and the firm value-added change:
4 As will become clear below, throughout the paper “real” refers to being deflated by the
GDP deflator, rather than by firm-specific value-added deflators. The latter are neither
commonly available in firm-level datasets (such as ours) nor used by statistical agencies
to construct real GDP.
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ΓF 5 Cov
qf ,n,21

�q
, dlnY F

f ,n

� �
, (5)

where �q ; ð1=N Þof qf ,n,21 5 1=N . Writing ΓF this way helps illustrate the
role of granularity in international shock transmission. Since the largest
firms are more likely to be internationally connected, we would expect
them to have a larger increase in value-added following a positive foreign
shock and thus the covariance in (5) to be positive. To observe a quan-
titatively important ΓF requires heterogeneity in both size and respon-
siveness to foreign shocks (driven by differences in importing and ex-
porting behavior) and a correlation between the two. Simply put, if
firms were heterogeneous in importing and exporting but firm sizes
were either homogeneous across firms or uncorrelated with trade partic-
ipation, ΓF would be zero.
From here, we proceed as follows. After introducing the dataset, sec-

tion III provides reduced-form regression evidence that the covariance
(5) is positive, by estimating the differential sensitivity of larger firms to
foreignGDP growth. Section IV then sets up amulticountry general equi-
librium model of trade that captures this reduced-form pattern through
differences across firms in international trade linkages. Section V quan-
tifies the size of the foreign granular residual following foreign shocks
and presents the main macro attenuation result. Section VI concludes.
III. Data and Basic Fact
We combine administrative data on the universe of French firms’ value-
added, imports, and exports with standard multicountry sector-level da-
tabases of production and trade. The use of micro data for one country
allows us to capture the heterogeneous exposure of individual firms to
foreign shocks. While such heterogeneity obviously exists in all coun-
tries, firm-level information at this level of detail and coverage is not
available for multiple countries at once. As a consequence, we study
the impact of firm heterogeneity using the French firm-level data, sup-
pressing heterogeneity within sectors in the rest of the country sample.
A. Firm-Level Variables
We make use of an administrative dataset that contains balance sheet in-
formation collected from individual firms’ tax forms and includes sales,
value-added, total exports, and the cost structure, as well as the sector of
activity for the universe of French firms over 1995–2007.5 This source is
5 We work with data for this period because after 2011 import data at the firm-product
level for France are substantially left-censored. Our sample ends in 2007 to sidestep the
2008 trade collapse as well.
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complemented with customs data on bilateral export and import flows
at the firm level. The resulting dataset is described in greater detail in
di Giovanni, Levchenko, and Mejean (2014, 2018). Table A1 (tables A1–
A8 are available online) reports the distribution of firms across sectors
in 2005. Sectors with the largest contribution to aggregate value-added
are wholesale, retail trade, and post and telecommunications. More gen-
erally, nontraded sectors constitute a large share of the French economy,
accounting for more than 80% of firms and 69% of the value-added in
our sample. The comparison of these two numbers indicates that non-
traded sector firms tend to be relatively small. There are some excep-
tions, however. For instance, firms in the post and telecommunications
or the air transport sectors are relatively large.
When describing the variables in this section, we anticipate the notation

used in the quantitative framework (sec. IV) throughout. Following di Gio-
vanni, Levchenko, andMejean (2014), weharmonize customs and tax form
data to obtain firm-level sales by destinationmarket (Xf,mn,j form 5 France).
The tax files contain information on total sales and total exports, which we
use to allocate total sales by the firm to the domestic or all foreignmarkets.
We then use customs data to apportion total exports to specific destination
markets.Weperforma similar exercise for firm inputs. The tax data contain
information on total input purchases. We combine this with customs data
on the valueof imports by origin country and typeof product tobuild values
for firm-level source- and sector-specific input expenditures. The customs
data do not include trade in services. As a consequence, we have no choice
but to treat all services as nontradables and adjust the calibration accord-
ingly. Appendix A and di Giovanni, Levchenko, and Mejean (2014) pro-
vide further detail on apportioning sectors into tradables and non-
tradables and the construction of firm-level trade and factor shares.
B. Aggregate and Sectoral Variables
Themain source of data at the country-sector level is theWIOD (Timmer
et al. 2015). This dataset combines national IO tables and data on bilat-
eral trade flows to build the matrix of all intra- and international flows
of goods and services between sectors and final consumers. We use the
2013 release of the dataset, which covers 40 countries plus an aggregate
for the rest of the world and 35 sectors classified according to the Inter-
national Standard Industrial Classification Revision 3 nomenclature.
These data are available over 1995–2011, and the benchmark year for
the calibration of the quantitative model is 2005.
The WIOD dataset is used to recover (i) final consumption spending

(PnCn), (ii) the value of bilateral sales by sector (Xmn,j), and (iii) the sec-
toral production function parameters, which are used whenever more
disaggregated data are not available. We use these data to measure the
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share of labor in country n, sector j’s total costs (pl
n,j) as well as the com-

ponents of the IO matrix, as measured by the share of inputs sourced
from country m, sector j by firms operating in country n, sector i (pM

mn,ji).
The IO coefficients are readily available from the WIOD. Labor shares
are measured by the ratio of value-added over output, to be consistent
with the interpretation of Ln as “equipped labor.”
The French administrative data and theWIODdatamust bemade con-

sistent with each other, as the final dataset must feature firm-level trade
flows that aggregate up to the sector-level bilateral trade flows reported
in the WIOD. In addition, shares of value-added in total output implied
by the French data must match those implied by the WIOD for France.
Appendix A describes the harmonization procedure in detail.
C. Basic Fact: Larger Firms Are More Sensitive
to Foreign GDP Growth
Weestablish this stylized fact bymeans of the following heuristic regression:

dlnYf ,n,j ,t 5 b0dlnYW ,t 1 b1lnYf ,n,j,t21 � d lnYW ,t

1 b2lnYf ,n,j,t21 1 d 1 ef ,t ,

(6)

where d lnYf,n,j,t represents the log change in firm value-added, lnYf ,n,j ,t21

represents its initial log level, d lnYW,t represents the GDP growth in the
world outside of France, and d represents fixed effects.6 The coefficient
of interest b1 captures whether firms of different sizes have differential
elasticity of value-added growth with respect to foreign GDP.
Table 1 reports the results. Column 1 presents estimates of (6) without

any fixed effects.7 Column 2 adds year effects, which implies that we can
no longer estimate the main effect of foreign GDP growth. Columns 3
and 4 include sector� year effects, implying that the coefficient of inter-
est is estimated from the variation across firms within a sector along the
size dimension. The coefficient of interest is strongly positive and signif-
icant: larger firms are more sensitive to foreign growth. The point esti-
mate falls when sector � year effects are added but remains significant
at 1%. It is sizable in magnitude, implying that a 1 log point increase

(6)
6 As is common in firm-level datasets, we do not have firm-specific deflators. Using nom-
inal value-added or deflating firm value-added by aggregate or sectoral price indexes
would yield the same result, as we use year and sector-year effects in the estimation.

7 The main effect of foreign GDP growth is negative. However, the main effect coeffi-
cient must be interpreted jointly with the size interaction. Combining the main effect with
the size interaction, the impact of foreign growth on firm value-added turns positive above
ln Yf,n,j,t of 9, corresponding to annual value-added of about €8 million (the value-added
variable is in thousands). Note that this main effect coefficient should be interpreted with
caution, as this specification does not include any fixed effects and thus omitted factors
could be affecting the estimates.
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in firm size raises the elasticity of firm growth to world GDP growth by
about 0.1.
Next, we check whether larger firms are more sensitive to the foreign

business cycle or simply more procyclical. Column 4 adds an interaction
between firm size and French GDP growth. It is clear that larger firms are
more sensitive to foreign growth specifically: the interaction term of firm
size with respect to the domestic GDP growth is in fact mildly negative.
The elasticity with respect to foreign growth is if anything higher when
we control for the domestic growth interaction term.8
TABLE 1
Sensitivity to Foreign GDP Growth by Firm Size

Data Model

(1) (2) (3) (4)

World
Productivity

Shock
(5)

World
Preference

Shock
(6)

lnYf,n,j,t21 � d lnYW,t .173*** .197*** .108*** .131*** .016*** .197***
(.027) (.027) (.030) (.032) (.000) (.001)

lnYf,n,j,t21 2.019*** 2.019*** 2.019*** 2.019***
(.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)

d lnYW,t 21.562***
(.171)

lnYf,n,j,t21 � d lnYFRA,t 2.051**
(.022)

Observations 1,518,264 1,518,264 1,518,264 1,518,264 416,651 416,651
Number of years 11 11 11 11 1 1
Number of firms 138,024 138,024 138,024 138,024 416,651 416,651
Adjusted R 2 .005 .012 .019 .019 .349 .287
Fixed effects Year Sector �

year
Sector �

year
Sector Sector

Data
8 We also impleme
of interest is still high
coefficients in table
change the substant
growth interaction. T
that did unusually we
foreign growth. Thu
nted a specification with firm fixed effects. T
ly statistically significant and if anything lar
1. We do not focus on this specification b
ive interpretation of both the size main ef
he interaction term with the size variable n
ll last period relative to the firm-specific me
s, the coefficient now reflects a within-firm
he interaction
ger in magnitu
ecause firm fi
fect and the
ow captures wh
an are more su
rather than
Note.—This table reports the estimates of eq. (6). The dependent variable, d lnYf,n,j,t, is
the value-added growth of French firm f in year t. The regressor of interest is the interac-
tion between initial firm log value-added and world GDP growth, lnYf ,n,j ,t21 � dlnYW ,t . The
specifications control for year fixed effects in col. 2 and sector� year fixed effects in cols. 3
and 4. d lnYFRA,t denotes French GDP growth. Columns 5 and 6 run the regression inside the
model following the productivity and demand shocks, respectively. Standard errors clustered
at the firm level are shown in parentheses.
** Significant at the 5% level.
*** Significant at the 1% level.
coefficient
de than the
xed effects
size–foreign
ether firms
sceptible to
a cross-firm
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Discussion.—The foreign granular residual is the covariance between
firm size and firm-level responses to foreign shocks. Thus, the results
in table 1 are the most direct reduced-form way to get at the object en-
capsulated by (5). As noted in section II, both heterogeneities—in size
and in responsiveness to foreign shocks—as well as a positive correlation
between them are required for the foreign granular residual to be quan-
titatively important. The following section models and quantifies the
propagation of foreign shocks to the French economy in an environ-
ment with firms heterogeneous in both size and trade participation.
Our theoretical framework rationalizes the greater responsiveness of

larger firms to foreign shocks through the combination of (i) the well-
documented concentration of exports and imports among large firms,
including in France (e.g., Biscourp and Kramarz 2007; Eaton, Kortum,
and Kramarz 2011; Blaum, Lelarge, and Peters 2018; di Giovanni,
Levchenko, and Mejean 2018), and (ii) the transmission of foreign
shocks through international trade linkages. Our dataset confirms pat-
tern i. Nearly 70% of the tradeable sector firms do not export in our data.
About 7% of firms exhibit a share of exports in total sales of above 50%.
This 7% of firms represents as much as 29% of the overall tradable sector
value-added. Similarly, more than 85% of firms source the entirety of
their inputs within France, but the 15% of firms that source some inputs
from abroad account for nearly 60% of aggregate value-added, and the
2% of firms sourcing more than 40% of their inputs abroad account
for 13% of aggregate value-added. Appendix section A.1 and figure A1
(figs. A1 and A2 are available online) document these patterns further.
To give a partial review of the existing body of supporting evidence on

pattern ii, di Giovanni and Levchenko (2010) show that international
trade synchronizes sectoral output across countries if those sectors use
each other as intermediate inputs. Di Giovanni, Levchenko, and Mejean
(2014) show that firms exporting to foreign countries are subject to de-
mand shocks from those countries. Di Giovanni, Levchenko, andMejean
(2018) provide econometric evidence that firms importing from and ex-
porting to a foreign country aremore correlated with GDP growth in that
country. The latter two papers use the same French micro data as in this
paper. Boehm, Flaaen, and Pandalai-Nayar (2019) demonstrate that US
firms that imported inputs subject to an exogenous shock (the 2011
Tohoku earthquake) contracted their output dramatically. To avoid
redundance, we do not revisit these types of exercises in themain text. Ap-
pendix section A.2 further explores the fact documented in equation (6)
comparison. Since both our substantive story and themodel quantification are based on the
cross-sectional differences between firms in size and susceptibility to foreign shocks, the
specification without firm effects exploits the variation in the data that corresponds more
closely to the theory and quantification.
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by implementing several alternative specifications and connecting it to the
international trade participation at the firm level.
While to our knowledge we are the first to document the differential

sensitivity of larger firms to foreign GDP growth, one could have inferred
it qualitatively by putting together the existing evidence on the predom-
inance of large firms in international trade and the existing evidence that
firm-level trade linkages transmit shocks internationally. Our paper’s
main contribution is to build on the fact documented in table 1 in two
ways. First, we introduce and quantify a simple and intuitive statistic that
captures this notion: the foreign granular residual. This is valuable be-
cause import and export relationships are complex and heterogeneous
across sources, destinations, sectors, and firms. The foreign granular re-
sidual is easy to compute and summarizes the impact of all of these het-
erogeneities in a single number. Moreover, while we could have deduced
from existing knowledge that the foreign granular residual exists, we did
not know its magnitude.
Second and perhaps more importantly, we uncover the attenuation ef-

fect of firm heterogeneity on the response of domestic GDP to a foreign
shock, presented and detailed in section V. To our knowledge, this atten-
uation effect is new to the literature. In contrast to the more data-driven
previous work by ourselves and others, documenting the attenuation ef-
fect requires a general equilibrium framework, which we provide in this
paper. The attenuation effect is surprising, as partial equilibrium thinking
would if anything lead one to expect an amplification effect of heteroge-
neity. Finally, we provide a sharp characterization of which heterogeneity
matters for the attenuation effect: importing. The majority of the hetero-
geneous firm trade literature has focused on the heterogeneity in export-
ing. By contrast, we show that it is the importing heterogeneity that has the
aggregate implications when it comes to cross-border shock transmission.
IV. Quantitative Framework
This section builds a heterogeneous-firm, multicountry, multisector
model of trade. Within a sector, the production structure is a variant of
Melitz (2003) and Chaney (2008) with a fixed number of firms. Crucially,
we allow for heterogeneity in both input linkages and destination-specific
sales at the firm level. The model features endogenous factor supply so
that we can analyze how domestic and foreign shocks are transmitted
to GDP fluctuations.
A. Setup
The world is comprised of M countries and J sectors. Countries are in-
dexed bym, n, and k, sectors are indexed by i and j, and firms are indexed
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by f and g. Countries trade both intermediate and final goods. The nota-
tion follows the convention that the first subscript always denotes the ex-
porting (source) country and the second subscript always denotes the im-
porting (destination) country.
1. Households
There are �Ln households in country n. Each one consumes goods and
supplies labor. Preferences over consumption and leisure follow Green-
wood, Hercowitz, and Huffman (1988):

U cn, lnð Þ 5 n cn 2
w0

�w
l
�w
n

� �
,

where cn represents per capita consumption, ln represents the per capita
labor supply, and the function n is increasing and concave. Note that ln
should be thought of as “equipped labor” (Alvarez and Lucas 2007) and
thus captures the supply of all the primary factors.9

The final consumption aggregate is Cobb-Douglas in the j sectors, with
expenditure shares ϑn,j:

cn 5
Y
j

c
ϑn,j
n,j ,

where cn,j represents the per capita final consumption of sector j. There-
fore, the ideal consumption price index is

Pn 5
Y
j

Pn,j

ϑn,j

� �ϑn,j

, (7)
9 We do not include capital explicitly as a production factor and do not endogenize it
through capital accumulation. The quantitative analysis restricts attention to the within-
period effect of a foreign shock on domestic GDP. It is common to assume a time-to-build
lag for capital, such that investment does not result in a higher capital stock in the same
period when it is made. Thus, a change in investment has no impact on within-period pro-
ductive capacity of the economy, and we can safely ignore it when analyzing the contempo-
raneous effect of the foreign shock on output. Allowing for the possibility of investment
may still affect agents’ intertemporal substitution decisions. Here there are two points to
note. First, the Greenwood, Hercowitz, and Huffman (1988) preferences imply a purely
static labor supply curve and feature zero wealth effect on the labor supply. Thus, the fu-
ture state variables, such as future capital stocks, would not affect the labor supply decision
even if we added dynamics and investment. Second, our object of analysis is GDP and not
consumption. Adding intertemporal trade-offs may affect within-period consumption but
not GDP, as it is a function of productivity and the (equipped) labor input, whose supply
decision is static. Indeed, in a framework very similar to ours, Huo, Levchenko, and
Pandalai-Nayar (2019) show that the response of GDP in a static model (with fixed capital)
coincides with the within-period response in the fully dynamic stochastic general equilib-
rium model with a 1-period time-to-build lag for capital. Thus, adding dynamics and de-
layed responses to shocks would not change the answer for what is the within-period
change in GDP, which is the object of our quantification.
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where Pn,j represents the price index of sector j goods in country n.
Straightforward steps lead to the following labor supply:

Ln 5
1

w0

wn

Pn

� �1= �w21ð Þ
�Ln,

where wn represents the price of equipped labor in country n.
Denote by Cn ; cn�Ln the aggregate final consumption in country n,

and let Cn,j ; cn,j �Ln represent the aggregate final consumption of sector
j. Each sector’s consumption is an Armington aggregate of origin-specific
components:

Cn,j 5 o
m

m
1=j
mn,jCmn,j

j21ð Þ=j
� �j= j21ð Þ

,

where Cmn,j represents final consumption in country n of sector j imports
from country m. Then the price index for sector j consumption in coun-
try n is

Pn,j 5 o
m

mmn,jP
12j
mn,j

� �1= 12jð Þ
,

where Pmn,j represents the price index for exports from m to n in sector j,
defined below. Final demand for goods from m is

Pmn,jCmn,j 5
mmn,jP 12j

mn,j

P 12j
n,j

Pn,jCn,j 5
mmn,jP 12j

mn,j

P 12j
n,j

ϑn,jPnCn:

Denote by Πn the aggregate profits of firms owned by households in n,
and denote by Dn any trade imbalance. Then the final expenditure in n
on goods coming from country m, sector j is

Pmn,jCmn,j 5
mmn,jP

12jj

mn,j

P
12jj

n,j

ϑn,j wn

1

w0

wn

Pn

� �1= �w21ð Þ
�Ln 1 Πn 1 Dn

" #
:

Note that we use the French customs data for imports at the firm level,
and thus every import transaction is associated with a French firm (which
may be a wholesaler or a retailer). Thus, French final consumers are never
observed to import final consumption goods directly, and as a result
French final consumption is composed only of domestically supplied fi-
nal goods.10 For all the other countries, we do not have firm-level data
on imports but instead have final consumption data by source country
10 Formally, when n 5 France, mmn,j 5 0  8  m ≠ n, Pn,j 5 Pnn,j , and Pnn,jCnn,j 5 Pn,jCn,j 5
ϑn,j ½wnðð1=w0Þðwn=PnÞ1=ð�w21Þ�Ln 1 Πn 1 Dn �, where Pnn,j represents the ideal price index of
output produced by French firms in France.
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from the WIOD. Thus, we assume that foreign consumers import final
goods directly.
2. Sectors
Sectors are populated by heterogeneous monopolistically competitive
firms. Not all firms sell to all destinations. Denote by Ωmn,j the set of firms
from country m, sector j that sell to country n. The constant elasticity of
substitution aggregate of output in sector j of firms from m selling in
country n is

Qmn,j 5 o
f ∈Ωmn,j

y
1=r
f ,mn,jQ

r21ð Þ=r
f ,mn,j

" #r= r21ð Þ

, (8)

where Q f,mn,j represents the quantity sold to country n by firm f from
country m and sector j.11 The taste shock to a firm’s destination-specific
sales yf,mn,j is at this point left unrestricted. It could be allowed to have a
firm-specific global component and/or a source-destination-sector com-
mon component across firms. The latter would be isomorphic to mmn,j in
the cross section. The price level of the country m, sector j aggregate in
destination n is

Pmn,j 5 o
f ∈Ωmn,j

yf ,mn,j p
12r
f ,mn,j

" #1= 12rð Þ

,

where pf,mn,j represents the price charged by firm f in country n.
Let X denote expenditure (at each level of aggregation). Then de-

mand faced by firm f in country n is

Xf ,mn,j 5 yf ,mn,j

pf ,mn,j
Pmn,j

� �12r

Xmn,j:

Thus, Xmn,j represents the total value of exports from m to n in sector j,
and Xf,mn,j represents the value of exports by firm f.
3. Firms
Firms face downward-sloping demand and set price equal to a constant
markup r=ðr 2 1Þ over the marginal cost. (Below we show that the re-
sults are robust to allowing variable markups à la Atkeson and Burstein
11 In the counterfactual experiments below, we assume that, following a foreign shock,
the sets of firms serving each market Ωmn,j are unchanged. See di Giovanni, Levchenko, and
Mejean (2014, 2018) for evidence that the extensive margin adjustments are not quantita-
tively important at the business-cycle frequency.
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[2008], such that larger firms have both higher and more flexible mark-
ups.) Firms located in m face an iceberg cost of tmn,j to export to n. They
have a TFP af and use equipped labor lf,m,j and a bundle of inputsMf,m,j to
produce according to the production function

Q f ,m,j 5 a
1=f
f ,m,j l

f21ð Þ=f
f ,m,j 1 ð1 2 af ,m,jÞ1=fM f21ð Þ=f

f ,m,j

� 	f= f21ð Þ
,

where af,m,j is a firm-specific parameter governing the firm’s labor share.
The intermediate input bundle is firm-specific:

Mf ,m,j 5 o
i
o
k

g
1=h
f ,km,ijM

h21ð Þ=h
f ,km,ij

� �h= h21ð Þ
,

whereMf,km,ij represents the use of inputs from country k, sector i by firm f
and gf,km,ij is the parameter governing the use of inputs sourced from
country k, sector i by firm f operating in countrym, sector j. That is, firms
inm use inputs from potentially all countries k in each sector i, with firm-
specific taste shifters gf,km,ij. Some of these will be zero—that is, the firm
does not use inputs from a particular sector and country.
It follows that the cost of the input bundle is

bf ,m,j 5 af ,m,jw
12f
m 1 ð1 2 af ,m,jÞ PM

f ,m,j


 �12f
h i1= 12fð Þ

, (9)

and the firm-specific cost of intermediate inputs PM
f ,m,j is given by

PM
f ,m,j 5 o

i
o
k

gf ,km,ijP
12h
km,i

� �1= 12hð Þ
:

Sales by firm f from country m in destination n are

Xf ,mn,j 5 yf ,mn,j

r= r 2 1ð Þð Þ tmn,j bf ,m,j=af


 �
Pmn,j

� �12r

Xmn,j:
4. Equilibrium
Market clearing for exports from m to n in sector j is

Xmn,j 5
mmn,j P 12j

mn,j

P 12j
n,j

ϑn,j wn

1

w0

wn

Pn

� �1= �w21ð Þ
�Ln 1 Πn 1 Dn

" #

1o
i
o
f ∈i

r 2 1

r
ð1 2 pl

f ,n,iÞpM
f ,mn,jio

k

yf ,nk,i

r= r 2 1ð Þð Þ tnk,ibf ,n,i=af


 �
Pnk,i

� �12r

Xnk,i ,

(10)

where pl
f ,m,j and pM

f ,km,ij represent firm f ’s expenditure shares on labor and
input from sector i, country k, respectively:

(10)
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pl
f ,m,j 5

af ,m,jw
12f
m

af ,m,jw
12f
m 1 ð1 2 af ,m,jÞ PM

f ,m,j


 �12f
,

pM
f ,km,ij 5

gf ,km,ijP
12h
km,i

oiongf ,nm,ijP
12h
nm,i

:

In equation (10), the first line is the final demand and the second is
the intermediate demand. Note that the intermediate demand is a sum-
mation of firm-level intermediate demands and thus captures the notion
that not all firms (even within the same sector) will import inputs from a
particular foreign sector–country with the same intensity. The price in-
dexes are

Pmn,j 5 o
f ∈Ωmn,j

yf ,mn,j

r

r 2 1

tmn,j bf ,m,j

af

� �12r
" #1= 12rð Þ

: (11)

Total labor compensation in the sector is the sum of firm-level expendi-
tures on labor:

wnLn,j 5
r 2 1

r o
f ∈ j
pl

f ,n,jo
k

Xf ,nk,j

5
r 2 1

r o
f ∈ j
pl

f ,n,jo
k

yf ,nk,j

r= r 2 1ð Þð Þ tnk,j bf ,n,j=af


 �
Pnk,j

� �12r

Xnk,j :

Labor market clearing ensures that real wages adjust to equate the aggre-
gate labor demand (right-hand side) with labor supply:

1

w0

wn

Pn

� �1= �w21ð Þ
�Ln 5 o

j

Ln,j

5
r 2 1
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1

wn
o
j
o
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yf ,nk,j

r= r 2 1ð Þð Þ tnk,j bf ,n,j=af


 �
Pnk,j

� �12r

Xnk,j:

(12)

The system of equations (10), (11), and (12) defines equilibrium wages,
prices, and expenditures.

(12)
5. Heterogeneity
In the cross section, heterogeneity in firm size is thus driven by produc-
tivity, taste/quality, labor share, and input sourcing differences across
firms. To illustrate, the share of firm f ’s sales in total sales by domestic
firms to the home market in sector j is



pf ,nn,j 5
yf ,nn,ja

r21
f af ,n,jw

12f
n 1 ð1 2 af ,n,jÞ PM

f ,n,j


 �12f
h i 12rð Þ= 12fð Þ

o
g ∈Ωnn,j

yg ,nn,ja
r21
g ag ,n,jw

12f
n 1 ð1 2 ag ,n,jÞ PM

g ,n,j


 �12f
h i 12rð Þ= 12fð Þ :

Sales dispersion across firms in the same market is generated by differ-
ences in productivity af, the taste shifter yf,nn,j, and input sourcing shifters
gf,kn,ij (even though we assume that all firms face the same input prices
Pkn,i).12 As will become clear below, we will not need to take a stand on
the levels of af, yf,nn,j, and gf,kn,ij. Instead, the counterfactual exercises will
use the observed shares such as pf,nm,j directly to calibrate the model at
the baseline period and then use the equilibrium conditions to compute
the changes in those pf,nm,j’s between the baseline and the counterfactual
equilibrium.
Following a shock, what are the reasons that firms will differ in their

value-added growth rates d lnY F
f ,n? To first order, we can write the log

change in value-added of firm f as

d lnY F
f ,n ≈ ð1 2 rÞ pl

f ,n,j ,21 d lnwn 1o
i
o
k

ð1 2 pl
f ,n,j ,21ÞpM

f ,kn,ij ,21 d lnPkn,i

� �

1o
m

sf ,nm,j ,21 d ln yf ,nm,j

tnm,j

Pnm,j

� �12r

Xnm,j

� �
,

(13)

where sf ,nm,j ,21 represents the preshock share of market m in the total
gross sales of firm f. Thus, a firm that serves only the domestic market
has sf ,nn,j,21 5 1 and sf ,nm,j,21 5 0  8  m ≠ n.
The first line in (13) captures the change in the firm’s costs, and the

second line captures the change in the firm’s demand following any ex-
ternal shock. Equation (13) highlights the sources of differential re-
sponses. On the cost side, following a shock in country k, only firms that
import from k—pM

f ,kn,ij ≠ 0—directly experience a change in input costs.
At the same time, the change in foreign demand—be it from the price-
adjusted foreign expenditure Xnm,j=P

12r
nmj or from a taste (yf,nm,j) or trade

cost shock—will to first order affect only firms that export to country m
and even among those firms will vary with the sales share to that market.
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12 It may be that an additional difference between large and small firms is in the returns
to scale. We could not find studies that estimate production elasticities/returns to scale
that vary by firm size within a sector. We suspect that part of the reason this has not yet been
done is that such an exercise would face the challenge that we usually do not observe prices
and quantities separately at the firm level. As a result, any regression of firm revenues (de-
flated by the sectoral price index) on inputs is subject to the criticism that the resulting
estimates are revenue elasticities and not output elasticities. The variation in revenue elas-
ticities is equally consistent with either differences in production parameters (e.g., returns
to scale) or differences in demand parameters (e.g., markups, demand elasticities).
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At the same time, this expression underscores the general equilibrium
channels that will operate and thus should be accounted for. To the extent
that the foreign shock changes domestic wages (d lnwn), all firms in n will
be affected in proportion to their labor share. Also, all firms sell domesti-
cally. Thus, if the foreign shock affects domestic demand d lnðXnn,j=P

12r
nn,j Þ,

it will reach all firms in n. Finally, even the nonimporting firms’ input
prices d lnPnn,i change through second-order input linkages and general
equilibrium effects.
It is ultimately an empirical and quantitative question how much

dlnY F
f ,n varies across firms and how it covaries with firm size. Section III.B

provides econometric evidence that dlnY F
f ,n is indeed heterogeneous in its

comovement with foreign GDP. The reduced-form results, however, are
silent on the relative importance of the direct effects on the connected
firms and the general equilibrium effects on all firms in the economy.
The quantitative analysis addresses this question.
6. GDP Accounting in the Model
GDP is real value-added. Following the national accounting conventions,
in the main text we report the results for real GDP obtained using the
double-deflation procedure.13 This definition of real GDP corresponds
to the notion of the change in the physical final output produced by
the economy. The procedure for computing real GDP implicitly defines
the GDP deflator, which we take to be the measure of the aggregate price
level change. The GDP deflator is required to compute real value-added
changes for individual firms following a shock. Thus, in implementing
the decomposition (3), we deflate each firm’s nominal value-added
growth with theGDPdeflator. This procedure ensures that aggregate real
GDP is the sum of all firms’ real value-added. Appendix section B.1 pre-
sents the complete set of definitions and formulas underlying the con-
struction of the real GDP and theGDPdeflator, whichmimic the national
accounts procedures.
As an alternative, we can deflate nominal GDP change by the consumer

price index (CPI; Pn in eq. [7]). The CPI-deflated GDP incorporates
changes in prices of imported goods following a foreign shock. This no-
tion of real GDP corresponds to the change in the real purchasing power
of a country’s final output from the perspective of the consumer. Thus,
this concept of real GDP will increase following a reduction in import
prices even if the physical quantities of every good produced by the econ-
omy were unchanged. Table A5 reports the main results for CPI-deflated
real GDP.
13 See also Kehoe and Ruhl (2008), Burstein and Cravino (2015), and Huo, Levchenko,
and Pandalai-Nayar (2019).
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B. Calibration
Toperform counterfactuals that simulate the impact of foreign shocks on
domestic firms and the aggregate economy, we follow the approach of
Dekle, Eaton, and Kortum (2008) and express the equilibrium condi-
tions in terms of gross changes in endogenous variables, to be solved
for as a function of the shocks expressed in gross changes and the initial
(preshock) observables. Appendix section B.2 describes the procedure
in detail.
Importantly, each actual firm in France is an object inside the model,

and the solution is implemented directly on the observed firm-level data
for France. Doing so requires data on firm-destination-specific sales shares
pf,nk,j, firm-source-specific sectoral input expenditure shares pM

f ,mn,ji, and
firm-specific primary factor shares pl

f ,n,i. We have this information only
for France, and thus for the other countries the model collapses to the
standard international trade model with sector-level IO linkages (see,
e.g., Costinot and Rodríguez-Clare 2014, 197–261). For the other coun-
tries, we use theWIOD to obtain sector-level counterparts of these shares.
For Frenchfirms,pM

f ,mn,ji’s are available for imported inputs but not domes-
tic ones. The domestic IO linkages are inferred using firm-level data on
overall input usage and sector-level information on domestic IO linkages.
See section III and appendix A for details on the construction of all firm-
and sector-specific shares.
In addition to the initial-period values taken from the data, solving the

model requires a small number of structural parameters. Table 2 summa-
rizes the calibration. We set the elasticity of substitution between firms in
TABLE 2
Parameter Values

Parameter Value Source Related Subject

r 3 Broda and Weinstein 2006 Substitution elasticity
between firms

j 1.5 Feenstra et al. 2018 Armington elasticity
h 1 Standard Substitution elasticity

between inputs
f 1 Standard Substitution elasticity

between inputs and labor
�w 3 Chetty et al. 2013 Frisch elasticity
pl

f ,n,i , p
M
f ,mn,ji Our calculations based on

French data and the WIOD
Labor and intermediate shares

ϑn,j Our calculations based on
French data and the WIOD

Final consumption shares

pc
mn,j Our calculations based on

French data and the WIOD
Final trade shares

pf,nk,j Our calculations based on
French data and the WIOD

Intermediate use trade shares
Note.—This table summarizes the parameter values used in the calibration.
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the same sector selling to the same destination to r 5 3, a common value
according to standard estimates (see, e.g., Broda and Weinstein 2006).
We set the Armington elasticity of substitution between goods coming
from different source countries to j 5 1:5. This is the value favored by
the international business-cycle literature following Backus, Kehoe, and
Kydland (1995) and is supported by the recent estimates by Feenstra
et al. (2018).We set the labor supply parameter to �w 5 3, implying a Frisch
labor supply elasticity of 0.5, as advocated by Chetty et al. (2013).14 In the
baseline, we set the production function elasticities h 5 f 5 1 (Cobb-
Douglas), as is standard in the literature. The robustness analysis imple-
ments both higher and lower values of each of these parameters.
Our model does not feature endogenous deficits. In all our experi-

ments, we thus assume that the change in deficits is zero: D̂n 5 0. We
adopt a similar approach to profits: Π̂n 5 0. In the absence of assump-
tions on multinational production and ownership of firms, in an open
economy such as France, changes in profits are not pinned down in
our framework. This is because the aggregate profits in equation (10) re-
fer to those used by French residents for domestic consumption spend-
ing. These are not the same as the profits of firms operating in France,
both because French residents own French multinationals operating
abroad and thus have claims on those foreign-generated profits and be-
cause not all firms operating in France are domestically owned, and
the profits of foreign multinational affiliates operating in France are
not available to French residents for consumption spending. Since the
profit share of GDP is under 10% and for our counterfactuals what mat-
ters is not the level of the profit share but the change, as an approxima-
tion we abstract from the impact of changes in profits on final consump-
tion in our counterfactuals. Sections V.A and V.B check robustness to an
alternative specification of the profit change.
14 While econometric estimates are typically for the labor supply elasticity, in our model
the primary factor is interpreted as equipped labor—i.e., a capital-labor composite. Huo,
Levchenko, and Pandalai-Nayar (2020) provide a formulation in which within-period sup-
ply of capital is also upward sloping due to the utilization margin. In their formulation, the
equipped labor supply curve is still isoelastic in the real wage but with a different exponent
than the pure labor supply. Whether the elasticity of the equipped labor supply is higher or
lower than the pure labor supply elasticity depends on the relative curvatures of utility with
respect to labor input vs. capital utilization. Huo, Levchenko, and Pandalai-Nayar’s (2020)
preferred calibration leads to the composite labor-capital bundle supply elasticity in the
real wage virtually identical to what we adopt here for the equipped labor supply elasticity.
(Details are available upon request.) More broadly, Huo, Levchenko, and Pandalai-Nayar
(2020) describe the conditions under which adding a capital margin leads to a formulation
of the equipped labor supply with the same functional form as in the main text but a po-
tentially different value of the equipped labor supply elasticity. Thus, uncertainty over this
parameter can be covered by performing sensitivity checks on it, as we do in tables A6–A8.
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V. Quantitative Results

A. Micro: The Granular Origins of International
Shock Transmission

1. Hypothetical Shocks
We start by simulating the impact on the French economy of a 10% pro-
ductivity improvement in every foreign country in the sample. Columns 1–
3 of table 3 present the results of the decomposition (3). As discussed
above, we report the real GDP changes deflated by the GDP deflator.
French GDP increases by 2.8% following a 10% world productivity shock.
This is a sizable GDP change considering that France itself does not expe-
rience the productivity shock and thus the entire effect is due to it being
transmitted to France via goods trade linkages.
Our central micro result concerns not so much the overall magnitude

but the role of heterogeneity. Decomposing the aggregate elasticity into
the unweighted mean and the granular residual, we find that the latter is
positive as expected and quite large. The ΓF term is responsible for 75%
of the overall effect of this shock. Thus, there is a quantitatively large role
of the heterogeneity in firm-level international linkages in the business-
cycle transmission across countries.
To illustrate themain result, figure 1A plots the histogram of firm-level

value-added changes in the baseline model for the world productivity
shock. The dispersion in firm-level growth rates is evident. While most
firm value-added changes are positive, there is substantial density below
TABLE 3
Responses of French Real GDP to 10% Foreign Productivity and Demand Shocks

Productivity Shock Demand Shock

d lnYF

(1)
EF

(2)
ΓF

(3)
d lnYF

(4)
EF

(5)
ΓF

(6)

Baseline 2.77 .70 2.07 .35 .19 .16
Share .253 .747 .533 .468

Homogeneous firms 3.39 3.36 .03 .38 .37 .01
Share .991 .009 .957 .043

Sector-Level Decomposition

d lnYF EF
J ΓF

J d lnYF EF
J ΓF

J

Baseline 2.77 2.13 .64 .35 .60 2.25
Share .770 .230 1.702 2.702
Note.—This table reports the change in French GDP, in percentage points, following a
10% productivity shock (cols. 1–3) or a 10% foreigndemand shock for French goods (cols. 4–
6) in every other country in the world, in both the baseline model and the alternative model
that suppresses firm heterogeneity. The table reports the decomposition of the GDP change
into the unweighted average and granular residual terms as in (3). The rows labeled “Share”
report the share of EF and the ΓF components in the total GDP change d lnYF. The bottom
panel reports the results of the decomposition at the sector level, as in (14).
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zero as well—some firms shrink in response to a positive shock in the rest
of the world. At the same time, there is an upper tail, as the density of
dlnY F

f ,n above a 10 percentage point change is visible. Figure 1B displays
a binscatter of the average dlnY F

f ,n for firms of different sizes qf,n. This fig-
ure is a graphical illustration of the positive granular residual term. As
highlighted in equation (5), the granular residual is a covariance be-
tween the firm-level value-added growth and firm size. The horizontal
line plots the aggregate GDP change dlnY F

n . It is notable that it is toward
the top of the plot, coinciding with the dlnY F

f ,n of the largest firms.
To illustrate the joint role of importing, exporting, and size in the

propagation of foreign shocks, figure 2 breaks up the firms in the data
into four mutually exclusive categories: domestic only, exporter only, im-
porter only, and both importer and exporter. For each of these categories
of firms, it shows the share in the total number of firms (dark gray bars),
in total value-added (mediumgray bars), and in the total GDP change fol-
lowing the foreign productivity shock (light gray bars). The total GDP is
simply the sum of all firms’ value-added (1), while the GDP change fol-
lowing a foreign shock is the value-added share-weighted sum of firm
growth rates (2). Thus, the comparison of themediumgray and light gray
bars reveals which firms have a disproportionately large role in the trans-
mission of foreign shocks, relative to their overall GDP share. Domestic-
only firms account for over 80% of all firms by count and nearly 60% of
aggregate value-added, but their contribution to the GDP change due to
a foreign shock is less than proportionate to their size, at about 46%. By
contrast, firms that are both importers and exporters are relatively few
but have a disproportionate share in the GDP impact of foreign shocks.
Interestingly, there are comparatively fewer firms that only import or only
export, compared with firms that do both. Those firms’ GDP impact is
FIG. 1.—Firm-level micro responses to a 10% world productivity shock in the baseline
model. A, Histogram of dlnY F

f ,n . B, Binscatter of the mean dlnY F
f ,n , in percentage points, over

firm size bins.
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smaller than their size. In fact, the exporter-only firms’ contribution to
the GDP change is negative—albeit quite small. This is sensible, as a for-
eign productivity shock makes foreign markets more competitive and re-
duces foreign demand. For exporter-only firms, this is not fully compen-
sated by cheaper inputs.
Next, we evaluate the propagation of a foreign demand shock to France.

To that end, we simulate an increase in the taste shock yf,nm,j to all firms
in n 5 France in all foreign markets m ≠ n. Examining equation (8), it is
clear that an increase in the taste for all French firms abroad amounts
to a ŷ

1=ðr21Þ
nm,j productivity increase for French exports abroad and thus an

increase in demand for French goods by foreign firms and consumers.
(We assume that this is a purely external shock, such that the French do-
mestic demand shifter yf,nn,j is unchanged.) We thus simulate a 10% shift
in demand for French goods—namely, d lny1=ðr21Þ

nm,j 5 0:1.
Columns 4–6 of table 3 report the results. In the baseline, a 10% de-

mand shock for French goods abroad raises French real GDP by 0.35%.
FIG. 2.—Size and responsiveness to foreign productivity shocks, by firm group. This fig-
ure plots the share of the number of firms (dark gray bars), the aggregate value-added (me-
dium gray bars), and the share of the total GDP change (light gray bars) following a foreign
productivity shock, accounted by each group of firms as labeled on the x-axis.
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This is a smaller GDP change than following a foreign productivity shock,
but that is because the overall shock is much smaller, as it affects only the
French tradable sector. The granular residual accounts for 47% of the
overall impact for the foreign demand shock.
To evaluate whether the heterogeneity that produces the large granu-

lar residual is within or across sectors, we write the decomposition (3) at
the sector level instead of the firm level:

dlnY F 5 EF
J 1 ΓF

J , (14)

where ΓF
J ; ojqj ,n,21 dlnY F

j ,n 2 ð1=J Þoj dlnY F
j,n represents the granular re-

sidual defined based on sectoral value-added growth rates dlnY F
j,n and

shares qj ,n,21 and EF
J represents the unweighted average sectoral growth

rate. Importantly, we implement this decomposition on the baseline
model featuring the full heterogeneity across firms but use the sector-level
shares and value-added changes. Note that standard multisector models
of international shock transmission would capture the sectoral granular
residual. Thus, the sectoral granular residual is a natural benchmark for
our firm-level results.
The results are presented in the “Sector-Level Decomposition” panel

in table 3. By construction, the overall GDP change d lnYF is exactly the
same as in the top panel of the table. Following a productivity shock, the
sector-level granular residual of 23% is much smaller than the firm-level
granular residual, suggesting that the impact of heterogeneity is to a large
extent not captured by the sectoral dimension. For the foreign demand
shock, the sectoral granular residual is actually strongly negative, ac-
counting for270% of the overall effect for the demand shock. Evidently,
sectors with the highest positive elasticities with respect to foreign de-
mand tend to actually be relatively smaller in size. This is sensible, as some
of the largest sectors in our data are nontradable and thus by construc-
tion not directly experiencing the increase in foreign demand.
Table A5 presents the results when deflating by CPI. The change in

GDP is larger at 6.4% following the world shock. It is not surprising that
deflating by the CPI produces a larger real GDP change, as the CPI in-
cludes reductions in the prices of imported goods. Since the movement
in the aggregate price level is larger for the CPI than the GDP deflator
and enters entirely in EF, the EF term is also larger. Nonetheless, the gran-
ular residual is still responsible for 34% of the total GDP change follow-
ing a foreign productivity shock. When deflating by CPI, the foreign de-
mand shock raises French GDP by 0.47%, with the contribution of the
foreign granular residual of 35%.
The quantitative results in table 3 are not driven by our choices of pa-

rameter values. Tables A6 and A7 present the decomposition of the GDP
change into the EF and ΓF terms following the world productivity and
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demand shocks, respectively, while raising and lowering each key elastic-
ity in themodel. The foreign granular residual is quantitatively important
under every alternative parameter value considered in the tables. Next,
tables A6 and A7 report the results under flexible markups as in Atkeson
and Burstein (2008). In this environment, firms take into account the im-
pact of their own pricing decisions on the sectoral price index, and thus
markups are heterogeneous across firms, with larger firms having higher
markups. This alternative approach has no effect on the quantitative im-
portance of the granular residual. Finally, we examine what happens
when changes in aggregate profits Πn contribute to final demand. As
we do not have firm ground to stand on when evaluating aggregate profit
changes, in the baseline we assume that aggregate profits do not change
following the foreign shock. In this robustness check, we instead assume
that the total profits of firms operating in France equal the variable prof-
its, which in turn are a constant fraction of the aggregate sales. Note that
this approach gives profits the highest chance to make a difference, by
assuming that variable profits are total profits—that is, there are no fixed
costs. The last row of tables A6 and A7 reports the results and shows that
the granular residual remains quantitatively important.
Finally, we run the heuristic regression (6) inside the model. The re-

sults are reported in table 1, columns 5 (world productivity shock) and
6 (world demand shock). Since the model simulation is of a single year’s
growth rate, there are fewer firms in this regression, and sector-time fixed
effects become sector fixed effects. The model reproduces the pattern in
the data qualitatively. Larger firms are more sensitive to both the world
productivity and world demand shocks. Interestingly, the coefficient of
interest is much smaller than in the data in the productivity shock simu-
lation but much larger than in the data in the demand shock simulation.
Given that actual world GDP is a mix of productivity and demand shocks,
we should not expect a single shock inside themodel to replicate the data
coefficient. The fact that the data coefficient is between those for produc-
tivity and demand shocks is perhaps telling that the foreign shocks expe-
rienced by France are a mixture of the two.
2. Simulating Actual Foreign GDP Growth
The above results explore the propagation into France of hypothetical
shocks. To provide a closer comparison to actual GDP data, in this section
we subject the French economy to actual foreign GDP growth rates. Be-
cause France trades with many partner countries, to compute the French
economy’s responses to worldwide economic conditions requires simu-
lating shocks to multiple countries at once. We do this in two ways. First,
we feed the TFP shocks to foreign countries from the Penn World Table
into themodel. In the second approach, we obtain actual GDP growth for
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all the countries in our sample from the World Development Indicators.
To compute the propagation of foreignGDP growth rates into France, we
reexpress themodel directly in terms of elasticities of French firms to for-
eign GDP. The advantage of the latter approach is that, in principle, it ac-
counts for all GDP movements abroad, not only the movements in mea-
sured TFP. The disadvantage is that it implicitly attributes all of the
foreign GDP changes to TFP, which may not be accurate. Appendix sec-
tion B.3 details the two procedures.
Table 4 reports the results for two time periods: 1975–2014 and 1995–

2007. There are two reasons to focus on the shorter time period. The first
is that for this time period we can report the standard deviation of the
overall French granular residual (Γ), sourced from our earlier work (di
Giovanni, Levchenko, and Mejean 2014).15 Second, our model is imple-
mented on the trade and production data from this period, and it is not
clear that the cross-border trade linkages we assume are realistic before
the 1990s. Columns 1 and 2 report the standard deviations of actual
French GDP growth and the granular residual. Columns 3–5 report the
standard deviations d lnYF, EF, and ΓF generated purely by foreign TFP
shocks. Foreign TFP shocks by themselves can generate about 10%–

15% of the observed GDP fluctuations of France. More importantly for
us, the standard deviation of the foreign granular residual ΓF is 65%–

71% of the overall standard deviation of the foreign-shock-induced GDP
fluctuations. By contrast, the standarddeviationof the unweighted average
component EF is 29%–35% of the total standard deviation. Thus, foreign
shocks are indeed predominantly granular fluctuations. Columns 6–8 re-
port the results of feeding in GDP growth. The relative contribution of
TABLE 4
Standard Deviations of Actual and Foreign-Induced GDP Growth

and Its Components, Percentage Points

Period

Data Foreign TFP Foreign GDP

d lnY
(1)

Γ
(2)

d lnYF

(3)
EF

(4)
ΓF

(5)
d lnYF

(6)
EF

(7)
ΓF

(8)

1975–2014 1.54 .17 .05 .12 .13 .04 .09
1991–2007 1.11 .96 .17 .06 .11 .09 .04 .06
15 The overall granular re
(including domestic ones) t
ΓF, which is generated solely
sidual is the con
o aggregate sale
from propagati
tribution of all firm-leve
s fluctuations. Hence, it
on of aggregate foreign
l idiosyncr
is more vo
shocks.
atic sho
latile t
Note.—“Data” reports the standard deviations of actual French GDP growth (d lnY )
and the actual French granular residual (Γ). “Foreign TFP” and “Foreign GDP” report
the standard deviations of French GDP generated purely from observed foreign TFP
and GDP, respectively, and standard deviations of each component of (3). Foreign TFP
growth rates are taken from the Penn World Table, the French and foreign GDP growth
from the World Development Indicators, and Γ from di Giovanni, Levchenko, and Mejean
(2014).
cks
han
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the foreign granular residual to the overall foreign impact is similarly close
to 70%.
Using different approaches, Gabaix (2011), di Giovanni, Levchenko,

andMejean (2014), and Carvalho and Grassi (2019) document that a sig-
nificant fraction of GDP fluctuations are driven by idiosyncratic shocks to
individual firms. The contribution of firm idiosyncratic shocks to aggre-
gate fluctuations is captured by the granular residual. Beyond accounting
for aggregate fluctuations, the granular residual is an object of interest in
other contexts; see, for instance, its use as an instrument (Gabaix and
Koijen 2019). Because of the systematically heterogeneous cross-border
linkages across firms, foreign shocks are a quantitatively important con-
tributor to the granular residual and are thus one of the sources of gran-
ular fluctuations.
B. Macro: The Attenuation Effect of Firm Heterogeneity
We compare the baseline model with an alternative implementation that
suppresses all within-sector firm heterogeneity: domestic and foreign
sales shares (the pf,nk,j’s), intermediate import usage (pM

f ,mn,ji), and labor
shares (pl

f ,n,i) are made identical across firms in each sector. To preserve
comparability with the baseline, this model still has firms that are homo-
geneous in their importing and exporting intensities. The pM

f ,mn,ji’s and
pl

f ,n,j ’s are set to match the sector-level imported input coefficients and la-
bor shares, and the export shares pf,nk,j are set to match aggregate export
shares in each sector. Importantly, this exercise preserves the overall lev-
els of imports and exports by sector, so this alternative model features the
exact same level of trade openness as the baseline. This implies that the
imported input coefficients in this implementation are lowered for
the firms that actually import inputs in the data but are raised for firms
that do not. Similarly, firms that export nothing in the data export to all
countries in this counterfactual scenario. Thismodel can be implemented
using only the WIOD sectoral production and trade data and does not re-
quire any firm-level information.
Table 3 reports the results in the “Homogeneous firms” row. The main

macro finding is that the aggregate GDP change following the world pro-
ductivity shock is 22% larger in the homogeneous firmmodel than in the
baseline. The attenuation effect also appears for the foreign demand
shock, though here the disparity is smaller at 9%. In all cases, the average
granular decomposition shows that the entirety of theGDP change is now
accounted for by the unweighted average value-added change EF, with
zero contribution of the granular residual. Not surprisingly, the represen-
tative firm model is also very different at the micro level.
The attenuation effect is not unique to our preferred calibration. Ta-

ble A8 presents the comparison of GDP changes in the baseline and
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homogeneous models following the world productivity and demand
shocks, while raising and lowering each key elasticity in the model. The
finding that GDP changes are larger in the homogeneous model obtains
for every alternative parameter value considered in the table. The propor-
tional differences in GDP changes between the homogeneous and base-
line models are also similar to the main calibration, which does not stand
out in terms of the relative magnitude of the attenuation effect. Next, ta-
ble A8 reports the results under flexible markups as in Atkeson and
Burstein (2008). As expected, flexible markups somewhat dampen the
difference between the homogeneous and heterogeneous models, but
a substantial attenuation effect still remains. Finally, the last row of ta-
ble A8 reports the results when changes in aggregate profitsΠn contribute
to final demand and shows that the attenuation effect of heterogeneity
persists.
C. Connecting the Micro and the Macro
We now connect the micro granular residual result to the macro attenu-
ation result by exploiting the micro features of trade in the cross section
of countries. We subject ourmodel to shocks in each foreign country sep-
arately and perform the decomposition (3) of the French GDP change in
response to country-specific shocks. Let d lnYm, Γm, and Em denote the
change in France’s GDP, the granular residual, and the unweighted
value-added change following a shock in country m, respectively. Let
d lnY HOM,m represent the GDP change following a country m shock in a
counterfactual model in which trade with that country is homogeneous
across firms within each sector.16 Figure 3 displays the results for 10%pro-
ductivity shocks in each country separately. On the x-axis of both panels is
the change in GDP. Not surprisingly, French GDP responds by different
magnitudes to shocks in different countries, with the size of the response
conditioned by country size and level of trade integration with France.
The largest by a wide margin is the GDP response to a shock in Germany
(DEU), which produces a 0.43% change in French GDP. Smaller and
more distant countries produce negligible GDP changes.
The secondnotable feature of the figure is that virtually all the variation

in the overall GDP response is accounted for by the variation in the for-
eign granular residual (fig. 3A). The observations are near the 45-degree
line. Figure 3B is the scatterplot of d lnYm against Em. This term is on aver-
age closer to zero and does not capture the overall GDP change well.
16 To be precise, d ln Ym represents the GDP change as in eq. (2) following a productivity
shock only to country m, Γm and Em represent elements of the decomposition in eq. (3) for
that shock, and d ln Y HOM,m represents the GDP change as in eq. (2) but with homogeneous
firms.
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We next show that the size of the granular residual accounts for the rel-
ative magnitude of the attenuation effect. Figure 4 plots the size of the
attenuation effect dlnY HOM,m=dlnY m against the relative importance of
the granular residual, Γm=dlnY m . There is quite a bit of variation in the
relative importance of the foreign granular residual across countries.
For example, for a German or Chinese shock, Γm accounts for almost 90%
of the total change in FrenchGDP. By contrast, for an Australian or a Rus-
sian shock, the granular residual accounts for about 40%of the total GDP
change. This suggests that the micro patterns of trade with different
countries affect the relative importance of the Γm term: trade with Ger-
many is more granular than trade with Australia. The positive relation-
ship between the relative size of Γm and the magnitude of the attenuation
effect—the correlation is 0.53—illustrates the connection between the mi-
cro and the macro. Countries for which the granular residual is relatively
important—a micro-level feature of the country-specific trade relation-
ships—also exhibit a stronger attenuation effect at the macro level.
The granular residual is a covariance between size and the firm-level

response to a foreign shock.We argued that the granular residual is a con-
sequence of the size-biased participation in international trade: larger
firms are more sensitive to foreign shocks because they trade more inter-
nationally. The cross-country dimension allows us to illustrate this mech-
anism more clearly. Figure 5 plots the relative importance of the gran-
ular residual following a shock to country m, Γm=dlnY m , against the
covariance between firm size and importing intensity from country m,
Covðqf ,n=�q, pM

f ,mn=p
M
j ,mnÞ (fig. 5A) and size and exporting intensity to coun-

try m, Covðqf ,m=�q, sXf ,nm=s
X
j,nmÞ (fig. 5B). We normalize the import intensity
FIG. 3.—GDP changes in response to 10% country-specific productivity shocks. This fig-
ure plots the real GDP change in France following a country-specific shock, dlnY m , on the
y-axis against the Γm (A) and Em (B), where Γm and Em represent the elements of the decom-
position in equation (3) for that shock. A 45-degree line is added to both plots. All units
are in percentage points.



FIG. 5.—Granular residual and trade participation. This figure plots the relative size of
the granular residual following a shock in country n, Γm=dlnY m , against the covariance be-
tween size and importing intensity (A) and the covariance between size and importing
intensity (B).
FIG. 4.—Attenuation effect and the relative importance of the granular residual. This
figure displays the size of the attenuation effect, dlnY HOM,m=dlnY m , against the relative im-
portance of the granular residual, Γm=d lnY m , where d lnY m represents the GDP change as
in equation (2), following a productivity shock only to country m; Γm represents the ele-
ment of the decomposition in equation (3) for that shock; and dlnY HOM,m represents the
GDP change as in equation (2) but with homogeneous firms.
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of the firm pM
f ,mn by the import intensity of the sector j in which it operates

and do the same for export intensity sXf ,nm . Both relationships are positive,
with the importing dimension more pronounced.
In words, when trade with country m is relatively concentrated among

larger firms, the granular residual following a shock to that country is
higher (fig. 5). In turn, a larger granular residual means greater attenu-
ation of foreign shocks compared with a world with homogeneous firms
(fig. 4).
D. Understanding the Mechanisms
The baseline model differs from the homogeneous firmmodel in two re-
spects: (i) heterogeneous sales across firms by destination and (ii) hetero-
geneous production functions across firms within a sector, reflected in
firm-specific labor and input shares. We investigate the consequences
of these two sources of heterogeneity in turn. First, we prove analytically
that if production functions are identical across firms within a sector, the
real GDP change due to a foreign shock is invariant to the distribution of
market shares across firms. This theoretical result provides a sharp char-
acterization of the source of the attenuation effect: a necessary condition
for attenuation is heterogeneity in the production functions. Though we
do not have an analytical result on how production function heterogene-
ity affects the size of the GDP response to foreign shocks, we next provide
a heuristic illustration for how this dimension of heterogeneity generates
attenuation.
1. Exporting/Sales Heterogeneity
Proposition 1. If gf ,mn,ij 5 gmn,ij and af ,n,j 5 an,j 8 f , the real GDP
change following a foreignproductivity shockor a non-firm-specific foreign
demand shock is invariant to the distribution of firm-level destination-
specific sales shares pf,nk,j.
Proof. See appendix section B.4. QED
The proof proceeds to show that as long as within-sector production

functions are identical across firms, the sector-destination-level equa-
tions that must be satisfied in equilibrium do not have firm-level sales
shares pf,nk,j in them, and therefore the macro aggregates are indepen-
dent of either initial or postshock pf,nk,j’s. The proof covers all distribu-
tions of pf,nk,j’s, including zero market shares. This implies that any exten-
sive margin differences across model implementations, whereby firms do
or do not serve all or some markets, have no effect on GDP changes due
to foreign shocks if these firms have the same production functions.
The proposition applies in our quantitative framework, which is general

in some respects—such as unrestricted distributions of pf,nk,j and foreign
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input usage by source country and sector—but relies on some key as-
sumptions, notably constant markups. If larger firms had systematically
different markups, as in Atkeson and Burstein (2008), for instance, then
the GDP change would not be invariant to the size distribution within a
sector even if all firms had identical production functions. Nonetheless,
the constant markup case is an important benchmark, and proposition 1
clarifies the conditions under which different types of firm heterogeneity
matter. In the robustness exercises above, we showed that variable mark-
ups à la Atkeson and Burstein (2008) do not overturn the macro attenu-
ation result.
2. Importing/Production Function Heterogeneity
Having established that sales heterogeneity will not deliver different
GDP responses to foreign shocks absent production function heteroge-
neity, we now investigate how production function heterogeneity can
lead to attenuation.
The intuition is as follows. Raising a firm’s imported input share lowers

its impact on domestic GDP. This is because mechanically, a higher im-
ported input share means lower demand for domestic value-added by
the firm. At the same time, raising a firm’s imported input share increases
its exposure to foreign shocks. Thus, relative to a representative firm
world, introducing heterogeneity in imported input shares induces a neg-
ative covariance in the cross section of firms between impact on domestic
GDP and exposure to foreign shocks. This negative covariance is the
source of the attenuation effect of production function heterogeneity.
Tomake thismore precise, we begin by noting that the foreign produc-

tivity shock is a marginal cost shock from the perspective of French firms.
Recall that firm f ’s marginal cost is given by

MC21
f 5

af

bf
, (15)

where bf represents the firm-specific input bundle cost given by (9). (It
will be expositionally convenient to work with the inverse of themarginal
cost, since we consider a positive shock to foreign productivity.) The first
building block of the argument is that firms importing more foreign in-
puts experience a larger marginal cost shock when foreign productivity
changes. Differences across firms in value-added growth following a for-
eign shock come from differential reductions in input prices,

dlnMC21
f ∝ o

i
o
k

ð1 2 pl
f ,n,j ,21ÞpM

f ,mn,ij ,21dlnP
21
mn,i, (16)

since, modulo differences in labor shares, the other terms that enter value-
added growth—such asmarket-specificdemand changes—are common to
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all firms. Firms with larger import shares ð1 2 pl
f ,n,j,21ÞpM

f ,mn,ij ,m ≠ n experi-
ence a de facto larger marginal cost shock following a foreign productivity
improvement.
The second building block of the argument is that a given shock to a

firm has a smaller impact on domestic GDP the higher that firm’s im-
ported input share. To make this statement precise, define firm f ’s influ-
ence as the elasticity of GDP with respect to the inverse marginal cost of
the firm: lf ; ðdlnYnÞ=ðdlnMC21

f Þ.17 Let pM
f ,IM ; om≠noip

M
f ,mn,ji denote the

total imported input share of firm f. Below, we show by means of numer-
ical illustrations that, holding firm size fixed, influence decreases in pM

f ,IM .
That is, all else equal, a firm that has a higher import share has a lower
influence on domestic GDP: ∂lf =∂pM

f ,IM < 0. This is intuitive since a higher
import share mechanically means a lower share of domestic value-added
in production.
With this notation, we cannow compare the homogeneous and the het-

erogeneous firmmodels. Write the change inGDPdue to a vector of firm-
specific marginal cost changes that follow a foreign productivity shock as
dlnYn 5 of lf dlnMC21

f . We can rewrite it as the sum of averages and a co-
variance: dlnYn 5 ðl=N Þof dlnMC21

f 1 NCovðlf , dlnMC21
f Þ, where l rep-

resents the elasticity of GDP with respect to an aggregate across-the-board
marginal cost shock. In the homogeneous firm model, there is no varia-
tion across firms (within a sector) in either lf or d lnMCf; thus, the covari-
ance term Covðlf , dlnMC21

f Þ is zero. By contrast, in the heterogeneous
firm model, the relationship between d lnMCf and lf is negative in the
cross section of firms: Covðlf , dlnMC21

f Þ < 0 (conditional on size). Firms
importing a lot of inputs have a larger marginal cost change following a
foreign shock but less influence on domestic GDP. This negative relation-
ship between influence and exposure to the shock drives down the re-
sponse of GDP to foreign shocks in the heterogeneous firm model.
Since to our knowledge thismechanismhas not previously beenpointed

out, we start by illustrating it via the simplest possible example: a model
with two countries (France and the “rest of the world”), two sectors (trad-
ables andnontradables), and twofirms in each sector. To isolate the impact
of heterogeneity in imported input intensity, we assume that within each
sector these firms have the same sales to all markets and are thus the same
size. We start with the homogeneous firm model, in which both firms in
each sector have the exact same imported input coefficients. We then
17 This definition is somewhat heuristic because each firm’s marginal cost is of course
partly a function of general equilibrium objects, such as factor prices. To make this defini-
tion compatible with general equilibrium, we can think of lf as the elasticity of domestic
GDP with respect to the exogenous components of the firm’s marginal costs, such as for-
eign productivity, or the firm’s own productivity. Indeed, the term “influence” normally re-
fers to the elasticity of GDP with respect to firm f ’s own productivity af (e.g., Acemoglu
et al. 2012). Since the marginal cost is log linear in af (eq. [15]), our definition subsumes
the traditional definition.
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progressively reassign foreign inputs to firm 1 in each sector, so that in the
final simulation firm 1 accounts for virtually all of its sector’s imports and
firm 2 sources nearly all of its inputs domestically. Importantly, as wemake
import participation heterogeneous across firms within a sector, we keep
this economy’s overall trade openness in each sector constant. Appendix
section B.5 details the calibration. The sectoral output and trade shares
are set to match the WIOD.
Even this simple example delivers the same result as in the full quan-

titative model that the GDP change is larger in the homogeneous case
than in the heterogeneous one. Figure 6 plots the tradable sector firm
1’s dlnMC21

f and lf as a function of its imported input intensity on the
x-axis. As we move from left to right in the plot, firm 1’s imported input
intensity rises (and in the background, firm 2’s import intensity falls). As
argued above, increasing a firm’s import intensity attenuates its do-
mestic influence (solid line) while at the same time increasing the size of
the shock that it experiences (dashed line).18
FIG. 6.—Influence and shock size as import intensity changes. This figure displays
dlnMC21

f and lf for firm 1 in the tradable sector on the y-axis as a function of imported in-
put intensity on the x-axis; dlnMC21

f is the inverse change in the firm’s marginal cost fol-
lowing a foreign shock, as in (15), and lf ; dlnYn=dlnMC21

f .
18 To compute lf, we use the fact that marginal cost is a function of productivity (eq. [15]).
We thus calculate the elasticity of GDP with respect to a productivity shock to firm 1 under
the different import shares.
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While in the 2 � 2 � 2 example we could keep the size of all firms the
same, in the data firms also differ dramatically in size. Firm size has a first-
order effect on influence: the larger the firm, the greater its influence. At
the same time, since larger firms tend to have higher imported input inten-
sities, their influence is relatively lower than it wouldhave been if all imported
input shares were the same within a sector. To illustrate this, we consider an
alternative homogeneous counterfactual model, in which production func-
tions are identical across firms but firm sizes (governedby thepf,mn,j’s) are still
given by the data. By proposition 1, since production functions are identical
across firms, theGDPchange following a foreign shock is invariant to thedis-
tribution of the pf,mn,j’s and hence to the distribution of firm size. Thus, the
GDP change in this intermediate model is identical to the GDP change in
the “Homogeneous firms”model reported in table 3. At the same time, be-
cause the firm sales distribution in this counterfactual model coincides with
the fully heterogeneous firm baseline, we can compare the influence of the
firms of different sizes with their influence in the baseline model.
Figure 7 plots the combined influence of the firms in the top 1% (right

side of the plot, labeled 99–100), the “next 9%” (middle, 90–99), and the
FIG. 7.—Influence, exposure to foreign shock, and firm size in the baseline versus homo-
geneous production functionmodels. The solid line displays the ratio lHET=lHOM for the bot-
tom 90%, the 90th–99th percentile, and the top 1% of firms, where lHOM represents the in-
fluence onGDPof thepercentile of firms in thehomogeneous production function case and
lHET is the same percentile’s influence onGDP in the baseline case. The dashed line displays
the ratio of inverse marginal cost changes in the two models for the same firm percentiles.
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bottom 90% of firms. The solid line displays the ratio of the relative influ-
ences of each category of firms in the baselinemodel to the homogeneous
importing model (lHET=lHOM).19 There is a downward-sloping relation-
ship: in the baselinemodel, larger firms are relatively less influential com-
pared with the world in which they had the same trade intensity as every-
one else. At the same time, of course, they are also more exposed to the
foreign shock, as illustrated by the relative change in their inverse mar-
ginal cost (dashed line). Thus, figure 7 illustrates the attenuation effect
along the firm size dimension. The largest firms are the most affected
by the foreign shock but are relatively less influential due to their higher
import intensity.20
VI. Conclusion
Large firms are more likely to import and export. A natural conjecture is
that this greater participation in international markets also makes the
large firms more sensitive to foreign shocks. In this paper, we explored
both the micro and the macro implications of this joint heterogeneity
in size and international linkages. We first provided firm-level economet-
ric evidence that larger firms are indeed more correlated with foreign
GDP growth. We then implemented a quantitative multicountry model
19 To do this, we select the top 1% (the next 9%, the bottom 90%) of firms by total value-
added in each sector and shock all the top 1% (the next 9%, the bottom 90%) firms at the
same time. For each model, we normalize the influence of a particular category of firms by
the elasticity of GDP with respect to an aggregate across-the-board marginal cost shock
l 5 of lf .

20 In an economy with fixed factor supplies and perfect competition, lf is equal to the
Domar weight (Hulten 1978; Acemoglu et al. 2012), a property that extends to the open
economy (Baqaee and Farhi 2019c). That is, a sector or firm’s influence on GDP is invari-
ant to its import and export intensities. This invariance result does not hold in our frame-
work. In the illustrative 2 � 2 � 2 model, we keep the total firm sales unchanged as input
coefficients vary. Thus, the Domar weights, reported in table A4, are constant for each firm
by construction. However, fig. 6 shows that the influence lf changes with the firm’s import
intensity. Figure 7 further underscores the departure of our model from the benchmark
where lf equals the Domar weight. Because all the Domar weights are exactly the same
in the two scenarios, the ratio of Domar weights between the two models is simply constant
at one by construction. However, changing production functions affects the true influence
of firms, systematically along the firm size dimension. Conceptually, the two reasons that lf

is not equal to the Domar weight are endogenous factor supply and profits. Both of these
features are part and parcel of business-cycle models. Endogenous labor supply has been a
standard ingredient of macro models since the inception of modern macroeconomics
(Kydland and Prescott 1982). While imperfect competition is a less universal feature, im-
portant traditions in the macro literature, such as the New Keynesian paradigm (Galí
2008), or the new open economy macro (Obstfeld and Rogoff 1995) incorporate monop-
olistic competition. It may be a quantitative question of whether our result holds only for
special values of the parameters that determine the labor supply elasticity and the profit
share in GDP. Table A8 varies both sets of parameters (the Frisch elasticity that determines
the labor supply response and the Melitz elasticity r that governs the profit share) and
shows that our attenuation result holds for a range of parameter values.
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in which French firms exhibit the observed joint distribution of size, im-
porting, and exporting.
We reported one micro finding and one macro finding. The micro

finding is that foreign shocksmanifest themselves as largely granular fluc-
tuations in France. Large firms are thus the key channel through which
foreign shocks propagate to the domestic economy. The macro finding
is that the heterogeneity in trade participation actually attenuates the im-
pact of a given foreign shock on French GDP. This is because heteroge-
neity in importing behavior induces a negative covariance between the
size of the shock experienced by the firm and its contribution to domestic
GDP, controlling for size. In the cross section of trade partners, when
trade with a particular country is dominated by especially large French
firms, the granular residual is more important and the attenuation effect
is larger. Thus, the micro patterns of trade with individual countries mat-
ter for the macro consequences of shocks to those countries, over and
above the bilateral trade volumes.
Data Availability
Code replicating the tables and figures in this article can be found in the
Harvard Dataverse, https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/SEGRMP (di Gio-
vanni, Levchenko, and Mejean 2024). The data are not included in this
replication materials package because access to these data is restricted.
To obtain the data, one must apply for access through the Comité du Se-
cret Statistique of the National Counsel for Statistical Information. More
information on the application procedure can be found at https://cdap
.casd.eu. In the case that the application is successful, we will be happy to
transmit the entirety of the replication package through the server that
the researchers must use to access the data.
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